
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE GEOLOGICAL CONSTITUTION 
OF THE HUNGARIAN PLAIN.

BY J. SÜMEGHY

The structural evolution of the Carpathian Basin is yet only 
roughly sketched. The detailed study of the marginal and inner 
mountains is more advanced but we dispose only very scarce know 
ledges about the structure of the ^central mass* forming the base of 
the actual plains. This is due firstly to the thick cover of younger 
sediments which keeps it hurried, secondarily to the fact, that it 
became closely investigated only in the last decades.

The «central mass* which is hard  to define even today, was 
firstly sketched by Lóczy sen. Recent hydrocarbon investigations 
working with modern methods lead to many im portant structural dis
coveries. Our knowledges about the «central mass* were augmented 
by works of Pávai Vajna. telegdi Roth, Prinz and Lóczy jun. Results 
referring to the territory lying west of the Danube (Pannónia) were 
summarized by Vadász (1.) wihile to the one lying on the east of the 
Tisza by the author. (2.)

According to these results the structure of Pannónia and the 
Hungarian Plain is determined by different crystalline and Mesozoic 
ranges and interlying basins. Basins are filled, ranges are partly 
covered by Late Tertiary sediments. The geological evolution and 
sturcture of each unit is indepedent and different. The «central 
mass* as a whole may be outlined as a «Zwischenmassiv» between 
the Alpine and Dinarian orogeny having the characteristics öf crato- 
gene tectonism. (3.)

Ernestlv spoken wery little can be told about the structure of 
the Hungarian Plain, we know rather its geological constitution. 
The Plain hides its secrets thoroughly. There is no testimony of the 
deeper underground in the mountains, the sedimentary cover hurried 
everything. The bottom of the basin was reached until now only 
by a few drillings and geophysical results were yet not so exactly 
explained and svnthetized as those of Pannónia.

The discussion of the eastern «central mass* lying below the 
Hungarian Plain is to be started with respect to the properties of
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the geological constitution, at its joint with the better known P an 
nonian scheme. The southwestern corner of Pannónia is a salient 
point at the examination of the «central mass» and the whole H un
garian orogenic system. The prolongations of the Eastern Alps reach
ing the Hungarian basin help 11s in characterizing the Pannonian 
«eentral mass» in spite of great structural differences between the 
two geological units. The eastern ^central mass# can be explained 
similarly just on the base of the Pannonian scheme. Differences 
between the geological structure of the two parts of the «central 
mass» may be hardly supposed. The Pre-Tertiary underground 
ranges of Pannónia trend probably towards the Plain but were yet 
not ascertained.

The southern and central zone of the Eastern Alps reaching the 
Hungarian Basin, becomes hurried by Tertiary beds. Its connection 
with the Carpathians and Dinarians has been cleared already but its 
prolongation below the Tertiary cover is yet not entirely certified. 
The connexion of the «eentral mass» with the Alps is yet discussed. 
According to Pávai Vajna’s conception, the Inner Carpathian m oun
tains have been formed by Alpine type orogeny deriving from  an 
autochtonous Permain-Mesozoic geosvncline which interbed the geosyn
clines of Alps-Carpathians and Southern Alps-Dinariaris. (4.) The 
structure of the Alps becomes towards the west more and more 
intensely folded while eastwards it is less elevated, less folded, 
widening and diverging. It is yet not exactly determined, how and 
where the central crystalline zone of the Alps were submerging the 
Tertiary sediments and how far it could extend there. Relations are 
obscured by the Mesozoic foldings of the Alps, Carpathians and 
Dinarians wicih were starting here and had their common foot- 
region in the southwestern corner of Pannónia. Here is further the 
beginning of the uncertain boundary between the Southern Alps 
(Dinarians) and Alps in the strict sense. The strikes of the insulated 
mountains of Pannónia diverge from this region or trend towards it.

According to our present knowledges there are three im portant 
mountain ranges diverging from this contact of (Dinarian and Alpine- 
Carpathian) orogenic systems, which belong to the Carpathian oro
genic system. These are: the Rohonc and Lajta mountains, the row 
of blocks separating the Bay of Graz from the W estern Hungarian 
Basin and the sunken Hegyfalu—Mosonszentpéter crystalline range.

The Karavanka-s—Ivanscica range trending eastwards from the 
Dinarians, is not known to have prolongation in the underground of 
Pannónia. Simirarly the rang? B ather—Orlica—Sombor—Slenj—Kal- 
nik directed just to the longitudinal axis of the Balaton is not exactly 
limited on the east. Vajk  supposed that the underground stucture 
established near Inke, would be a prolongation of it (5.) The Garics 
—•Psunj—Djel range is supposed to be connected bv sunken tracts 
with the Fruska-Gora, Deliblát and Versec mountain, but its western 
prolongation is yet uncertain. The Pannonian Central M ountain niay



not have any southwestern prolongation being cut by the geophysi
cally established Újudvar—Hahót— Zalaegerszeg structural line. The 
Mesozoic formations of the Baranya and Villány Mountains extend 
in the underground also only to the Dráva-ditch.

Geophysical measurements determined besides mountain ranges 
even depressions (sea-arms) and rows of crystalline blocks on the 
surface of the sunken ^central m ass». The chief strikes of the Pan
nonian m ountains are characteristical to the structures of the under
ground too. Only between the Baranya Mountains and the Kapós 
river and on the area bordered by the Velence Mountain, Sárvíz canal 
and Danube were northwest— southeast striking crystalline blocks 
described by Vajk. (6) These belong to the Variseian orogenic 
system.

Summarizing the results related previously the constitution of 
Pannónia may be briefly outlined as follows:

On the area westwards from the Rába river sunken crystalline . 
ranges are trending towards the axis of the Northwestern-Carpatians. 
These belong to the Alpine— Carpathian orogenic system.

Along the Muraszombat—Vasvár— Celldömölk— Győr—Dunaszer- 
dahely line, the underground is characterized by a 4000 meter deep 
depression.

The Pannonian Central Mountain occupies the area between the 
depression and the Letenye—Nagykanizsa—Bize— Nagyperkáta line. 
Its sunken Mesozoic blocks were followed from Sümeg to Sárvár. 
Similar burried blocks were found in the Bay of Tata and on the 
south of the Keszthely' Mountain.

Between the Nagykanizsa—Nagyperkáta depression and the 
Baranya Mountains a row of crystalline blocks was established trend
ing from the Kalnik Mountain to the Danube or further to the 
Northeastern-Carpathians,

The southeastern corner is occupied by the Baranya Mountains 
wich is separated from the Garics—Papuk—Fruskagora—Deliblát— 
Versec crystaHine-Mesozoic. range by the Dráva-ditch. The Sava 
depression is the boundary towards the Dinarians.

All these mountains and depressions are diverging from a cen
ter lying in the southwestern corner of Pannónia. They are sepa
rated by mean fault zones, which threw' down parts of, mountains and 
produced sea-arms penetrating the mountains.

From  all these facts it is concluded, that the Pannonian m oun
tains and the burried crystalline underground represent partial geo
synclines squeezed bv two orogenic systems and intercalating rows 
of crystalline blocks. Their arrangement and evolution indicate that 
they belong to the ((central mass* and by no means to an unstable 
orogenic system.

In the m onography ((Tiszántúl» dealing with the geological con
stitution of the Hungarian Plain author distinguished five structural 
units. Two of them are m arked by rows of blocks which wrere un 
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movable during the Levantine and had inconspicuously sunk during 
the Pleislocene—Holocene: Ihe Pannónia—rNorthern Plain Belt 
and th e , Fruskagora—Deliblát—Versec Range. Three depressions are 
the Zagyva— Tisza corner, the Central Plain — Dráva-ditch, and1 the 
Sava-ditch.

The Pannónia — Northern Plain Belt was represented as extend
ing from the region of the Bacher Mountain between the Bakony 
and Mecsek Mountains and including the Nagykunság, Hortobágy, 
Nyírség and Szatmár Plain, to the Northeastern-Carpathians. Its 
southern margin was indicated already by the Érmellék— Körös-— 
Mecsek line established on the base of the least geothermical gra
dients. (7.) Firstly it was represented as a row of blocks and was 
united to a belt because of its uniform stability during the Levan
tine and inconspicuous sinking during the Pleistocene.

The statement that the Nagykunság and Szatmár Plain were 
inundated during the Levantine may be rejected on the base of the 
chhracteristical Pannonian deposits sharply differing petrographically 
from the Levantine, exposed by exploring drillings of the State. The 
«gravel beds* of Nagykunság contain quartz gravels up to hazel-nut 
size which may occur even in the Danube-sand and in, the loesses and 
which are m et with even in the Pannonian beds .exposed by the State 
drillings.

The drilling Hortobágy II. did not reach the lower underground 
hut the basal conglomerate held for a Carboniferous, Triassic, Cre
taceous, or Flysh formation, further the Lower Tertiary sediments 
seem to indicate a counterpart of the southeast-wards turned sea 
bays near Pest and Adony in Pannónia. (8.)

Since the appearance of the «Tiszántúl*, geophysical m easure
m ents certified that below the Tertiary strata of the Pannónia— 
Northern Plain Belt there is an uninterrupted row of crystalline 
blocks. Beginning on the region of the Baoher— Sleme Mountains it 
trends northeastwards and successively widening fills the north 
eastern part of the Plain. Its connexion with the Meszes, Réz further 
the Radna Mountains and with the crystalline zone of the Eastern- 
Carpathians is yet only hypothetical. Since above conclusions were 
based on analogies with the rather well detected Pannonian Palaeo
zoic— Mesozoic orogenic system, the sketch of the geological consti
tution of the Hungarian Plain is not merely theoretical. It does not 
seem thereafter exaggerated to suppose the prolongation of the 
described geological units to the neighbouring territories.

The question of the Middle-Plain Depression is more difficult. 
The Depression seems to trend towards the angle formed by the 
strikes of the Mecsek and Villány Mountains. But the structure 
seems to be too large compared with other longitudinal ranges, there
fore there are supposed several parallel ranges provided1 with filled 
sea-arms. Recent drillings yielded following data about the composi
tion of the underground:
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Szekszárd
Báta and Bácsalmás
Körösszegapáti
Tótkomlós

granite and Mesozoic limestone 
granite
crystalline schist 
Triassic

The uneven surface of the Pre-Tertiary Underground being formed 
by blocks and intercalating bays, is documented even by the pre
sence of Pleistocene ranges and depressions and by Pre-Pannonian 
sea deposits exposed by drillings. Though the latest results of geophy
sical surveys and drillings were yet not published, it may be supposed 
that the Pre-Tertiary underground wore characterized by rows of 
m ountain blocks with northeastern-southeastern diverging axes. These 
might have structures sim ilar to the Baranya Mountain and the Trans

sylvanián Middle Mountain. The submersion of this part of under
ground succeded the sinking of the western parts.

The sunken tracts of the Frusikagóra-—Deliblát—Versec Mountain 
Range are covered only, by a thinner Pannonian sheet, the con
nexion of the Range can be therefore hardly doubted. The Sava-ditch » 
follows evidently a chief structural line.

The connexion of the fractured crystalline and Mesozoic under
ground with the eastern neighbouring m ountains is yet not cleared.
Only the Hegyes—Drócsa and Bihar Mountains are striking in the 
sense of the Plain-structure. Lóczij jun. represented on his sketch- 
map (9.) Variscian blocks at the joint of the Dinarian and Carpa- 
tian Archs further in the Bakony—Mecsek Mountain and on the 
Northern Plain between the Danube and Tisza. These blocks were 
bordered according to his scheme by the archs of the inner zone of 
the Northeastern-Carpathians and the Transsylvanian Middle Moun
tain. This would indicate strikes opposed to the Plain-structure.

The two Variscian blocks described from Pannónia correlate with 
the Plain-structure and even with the Bohemian Massif. Momentarily 
it cannot be decided whether the crystalline blocks of the Plain 
should be inserted into the arch-system of the Carpathians and even
tually of the Transsylvanian Middle Mountain or not? The Northern 
Plain Belt seems to have its connecting members in the Meszes and 
Radna Mountains.

Further details of following geological investigations may per
haps modify this conception about the structure of the Hungarian 
Plain. Especially its strangely stiff lines may be smoothed some
what — but only on the contact of the ^central mass* with the 
Carpathian orogenic system. Orogenic forces exerted stress only on 
the border of the fractured crystalline-Mesozoic underground, but 
its structural lines were determined previously. These reflect ■ direc
tions of the older Plain-structure.
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HOZZÁSZÓLÁSOK SZÁLAI ELŐADÁSÁHOZ

Wein György: A sztratigráfiai táblázatra  vonatkozólag megjegyzi, hogy az 
In g  völgyében a Magúra legalsó része fekete aud ja  pala, melyet halpikkelyek 
a lap ján  l'eiső-krétának, senonnak határozott meg.

Szaiai Tibor: Tudom ása van az előbb em lített leletről, hogy az Ung völgyé
ben részben t eke le palára, részben pedig a kovás hom okkőre települnek a tarka 
agyagok. Egy pár halpikkely alap ján  nehéz, volna állást foglalni arra  vonatkozó
lag, hogy az aud ia  pala felsőkréta-e, vagy eocén? Azonban az eocén puchovi m ar
gókkal egy tektonikai egységbe tartozik

A kovásodott hom okkövek nagyon öregnek látszanak. Ezekről kiderült, hogy 
felsőkréták, az előadó pedig még fialalabbnak tartja.

Böhm Bem Boleszláv; Nem ta rtja  m egbízhatónak a korm eghatározást a h a l
pikkelyek a lap ján  az eocén-krétában, m ert a halfaunák csak az oligocénbői ism er
tek eléggé. A krosnói rétegeket nem lehet a középső oligocénbe sorozni. Csak a 
m enilitpala középső oligocén. A centrális depresszió sokkal tovább tartott, így 
a krosnoi rétegek nagy részét a felsőoligocénbe kell sorozni. Biztosat azonban 
nem lehet m ondani, m ert fauna nincs.

Szaiai Tibor; A krosnoi rétegek, M ajzon  foram inifera m eghatározásai a lap
ján, középső oligoeének és sem miesetre sem felsőoligocének. A m enilitpala pedig, 
szintén foraniiniferák alapján, alsó oligpcén.

Böhm Bem Boleszláv: A németek a háború alatt kiderítették, hogy a fora- 
m iniferák alapján  való korm eghatározást csak kis területen belül lehet használni. 
Így kiderítették, hogy a németországi é j a K árpátok azonoskorú rétegeihen egé
szen m ás foram iniferák  találhatók.

Szehényi Lajos: M ajzon  távolléte m iatt .válaszol a Hozzászólónak. M ajzon  az 
előbb em lített elvet m ár régóta hangoztatta és éppen ezért a kárpátaljai korm eg
határozásokat, a m agyar medence jól ism ert rétegeinek az alapján  végezte.

Pávai Vájná Ferenc: Valószínűtlennek ta r tja  a m agurának a szerző által 
em lített 4000 m-es vastagságát. Bár a  területet csak irodalom  alap ján  ismeri, a 
rétegek ilyen nagy vastagságát, pikkelyes áttolódások révén lé tre jö ttnek  tartja. 
Azonkívül ez sekélytengeri hom okkő, így még kevésbé képzelhető el ilyen nagy 
vastagságban.

Az előadó által említőit töréseket a kontinenseken átfutó nagy törésvonalak
tól függetleneknek tartja , azok oly m ódon jö ttek  létre, hogy a takaró  egyik része 
gyorsaikban haladt az áttolódáskor mini a másik, így szakadásoknak kellett 
létrejönni.

Szaiai Tibor: Az üledék vastagságát igvekezelt a legnagyobb pontossággal 
m egállapítani. Különböző szerzők egymástól függetlenül hasonló eredm ényeket
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